


MISSION
To excite, educate and encourage students to gain a 

greater understanding of numeracy using music



WHAT IS MTM?

The Math Thru Music (MTM) program combines numeracy with DJing to create 
a fun learning experience for all ages. No matter the style of music, the beats per 
minute (BPMs) play a major role in every song. 

The MTM program connects these dots for students which in turn generates 
interest in them understanding the mathematics involved in their favorite music. 
MTM provides lessons on division, multiplication, percentages, fractions, ratios, 
algebra, integers and more which teachers can use to explain curriculum, in an 
interactive way.



In addition to the hundreds of testimonies from over 7,000 kids and 
adults who have participated in the MTM program, a recent study 
published by the Minister of Education (Ontario) clearly demonstrated 
the effectiveness of the curriculum. This graphic reflects a province-wide 
study among students. While Provincial scores remained stagnant at 44% 
between 2012 and 2017, Chinguacousy Secondary School (which has been 
running the MTM program for three years) increased scores from 28% in 
2012 to 69% in 2017. 

“We introduced the Math Thru Music DJ program into our classrooms 
and the kids will never be the same. Their interest in mathematics 
increased dramatically and once they were engaged; their test scores 
improved. I can’t say enough about the innovative way that MTM turns 
kids on to Math.”  Ms. Fournier (Math Dept. Chinguacousy SS)

DOES IT WORK?



“Educators have been looking for solutions to get kids excited about math. Look no further than 
Math Thru Music. Integers, fractions, arithmetic are taught with this powerful new tool. It’s rare 

to see educators, parents and students all equally excited about an academic program.”   
PRINCIPAL ANDREA DEWAR – Earnscliffe PS

“MTM is changing the way we teach mathematics. By mixing curriculum with music, our 
students have bought in on a whole new level. Imagine kids begging to do math.” 
PRINCIPAL JOHN COLTON – Central Peel SS

“It’s amazing how much one program can impact the student body. MTM has transformed 
the mindset of our students in an innovative way and on a very emotional level. It takes 

potentially boring subject matter and makes it fun. I highly endorse the program.” 
PRINCIPAL FRASER KIDD – Bramalea SS

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE



BOOK AN ASSEMBLY TODAY
Are you looking for a high-energy, interactive presentation to engage your students on the relevance of math? Look no further than 
the Math Thru Music 80-minute presentation. This unique session brings curriculum concepts such as percentages, decimals, 
fractions, ratios, algebra and more come to life using their favorite music in a way they’ll never forget. 

This session is recommended for grades 5-9 and can accommodate any number of students. 

Recommended donation for the Math Thru Music Presentation is $699



ORDER YOUR MATH THRU MUSIC KIT TODAY
Now it’s possible for you to bring the Math Thru Music experience to your school. Every MTM kit is self-sufficient and can be 
used to teach math curriculum concepts such as integers, algebra, fractions, ratios, percentages, multiplication, division and more. 
The kit is easy-to-use and requires no technical training to set up or operate. All software and curriculum is preloaded onto the 
MTM laptop making it easy to get started immediately. 

Each Kit Includes:
Pioneer DJ Console
Laptop with Rekordbox software preloaded
Two DJ Headphones
Whiteboard/Workboard
All cords and additional hardware
30-lesson curriculum preloaded on laptop that covers the following:

multiplication, division, addition, subtraction, integers, 
fractions, algebra, percentages, ratios and more

Recommended donation for the Math Thru Music Kit is $1,199 including shipping and handling.
Three year warranty available on all hardware upon request.  



FOR MORE INFORMATION

USA
Tel. 630.779.1520
Email. info@gocreateit.today

CANADA
Tel. 647.338.5484
Email. info@gocreateit.today



@MATHTHRUMUSIC


